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Introducing the 2001 Oldsmobile Aurora V-8 
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	The principle is simple: Early Oldsmobile Toronados from 1966 until they were downsized in 1979 (and Cadillac Eldorados from 1967 through 1978) are heavy luxury cars powered by large, torquey V-8 engines and featuring front-wheel drive. Being pulled f...
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	The bed framework is of 3/16-inch wall 2x5-inch rectangular steel tubing. Two full-length runners tie into the Toro frame rails. Additional longitudinal runners form the outside perimeter of the bed. The runners are tied together by crossmembers of th...
	The Olds frame was cut off at about the top of the rear axle arch. The bed frame tubing runs inside and even with the top of the Olds frame rails and overlaps some 20 inches. A second length of 2x5 tubing goes below the first, running even with the bo...
	A crossmember is also welded in to tie together the Olds frame kick-ups. To cover the joints and finish off the gap between the cab and bed, Setzer welded together a locking tool box, which also encases a winch to assist in loading inoperable vehicles.
	The Toronado body was cut off behind the doors. A new rear wall constructed from a Chevrolet pickup panel hides a Chevy pickup gas tank with a Kawasaki filler door. A Hillman Minx provided the rear window frame, which an accessory sliding window fill...
	The 403-inch V-8 and TurboHydramatic transaxle has been ample for all hauling tasks so far. Although Don normally transports only one vehicle at a time, the Toro is capable of carrying one on the bed and towing a second on a dolly behind.
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